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» Water treatment industry

» Printing and package industry

» Data centers and IT facilities

» Metro stations and railway stations

» Medical facilities

» High-rise office buildings

» Theme parks and shopping malls

» Steel plants

» Oil and gas exploration

» Automotive industry

» Pulp and paper industry

» Chemical industry

» Mining industry

» Ports and shipyards

» Textile industry

» Rubber and plastic industry

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
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The  active  INTEGRA Pure Sine IPS AHF harmonic

filter (A F) provides a truly effective harmonic H

solution with the advanced active harmonic 

compensation technology.  behaves like a IPS AHF

harmonic current generator. It measures the 

harmonic current generated by nonlinear loads and 

cancels the harmonics by generating an opposite 

phase harmonic current with the same amplitude 

and injecting it to the line, making source current 

sinusoidal.







The IPS AHF Active INTEGRA Pure Sine 

Harmonic Filter family is based on a unified 

control platform and a consistent design 

concept.  IPS AHF modules, although highly 

compact, features the same cutting-edge 

performance as its big brothers. 

Our engineers have successfully extended all 

the standard functions in the floor standing IPS 

AHF IPS AHF systems to  modules, including 

harmonic selection compensation according to 

harmonic frequency, as well  as four 

programmable task-priority modes for 

harmonic filtration and var compensation. 

These two features allow users to squeeze the 

AHF module performance to the last drop 

according to every possible power quality site 

conditions.

3PROVEN TECHNOLOGIES 

At the heart of  module is the 3-level IPS AHF

IGBT inverter, which can be considered as an 

innovation that has huge impact on efficiency 

and footprint of modular active power filters.
In general, compared with the conventional 2-

level inverter which comprises of six IGBTs, the 

3-level topology utilizes 12 IGBTs. The doubled 

number of IGBTs and the split DC link 

significantly lower the ripple current of the 

output current and therefore, improve the 

efficiency and downsize the EMC filter and line 

Thanks to the 3-level topology,  module IPS AHF

can achieve 150A harmonic compensation in 

compact dimensions of 500mm*580mm*272 

mm.

NO TRADE-OFF BETWEEN

PERFORMANCE AND

COMPACT SIZE 

Technologies behind
no-compromise harmonic
compensation...



IPS AHF rack-mount AHF modules are equipped 

with slot adapter sockets to facilitate quick 

installation in all kinds of enclosures. 

Additionally, the well-thought-out foolproofing
mechanisms, like the self-positioning terminal 

connectors, are used to guarantee correct 

connection and significantly simplify the 

commissioning,  which used to be complicated.
Also, whether wall mounted or placed on a 

rack,  module, with its compact size and IPS AHF

the flexible installation methods, will fit 

perfectly in a restricted space where  floor 

standing AHF cannot access. As a result, in a 

retrofit project, no damage or modification to 

the building is needed.

The current transformers can be automatically 

shortcircuited and disconnected when a IPS 

AHF module is removed. The AHF system 

decentralizes the control units in each AHF 

module and a module can be extracted from 

the rack via front access. As a result, a module 

can be easily added or replaced in a few 

minutes while the whole AHF system is still in 

operation, to minimize service time on site.

INTEGRA Pure Sine IPS AHF modules are active power filters designed for 

applications where simplicity is the key requirement. 

When you need a compact AHF solution doing its job without extra hassle, IPS AHF 

module is the one you should take a closer look at.

Each HTQF APF module is a fully independent 

APF system and the APF system expansion is 

extremely easy. With the evolving power 

demands,  the scalability allows the user to 

invest only for the compensation capacity 

required in the short-term and plug in new 

modules whenever the harmonic compensation 

capacity needs to be upgraded.

CLEANER AND SAFER GRIDS,

AS SIMPLE AS IPS AHF MODULES



IPS AHF modules are directly compatible with 

the existing 19" racks in data centers without 

addi t iona l  expense.  For  centra l ized 

compensation applications in switchgear 

rooms, the modules can be integrated in 

existing cabinets to operate in parallel with 

other distribution switchgears.

No matter what the local preference for 

cabinets or the protection class requirement 

is, IPS AHF module can always be integrated in 

a customized sub-distribution board by local 

panel makers or electrical system integrators 

to keep appearance consistency in the 

distribution switchgear rooms and meet local 

regulations.
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Depending on the site conditions, such as the load profile and distribution network 

configuration, as well as the desired compensation effect, there are various kinds of 

compensation solutions to obtain the most cost-effectiveness. According to the location of 

AHF in the network, the harmonic compensation solutions can categorized as centralized 

compensation, group compensation and local compensation.

Centralized compensation is suited for 

distributed power distribution network 

where the large number of nonlinear loads 

with small rated power are well spread out. 

As a result, IPS AHF INTEGRA Pure Sine 
active power filters are preferably installed 

on the secondary side of transformers to 

compensate harmonics globally.

Group compensation, on the other hand, is 

suitable for the power distribution network 

where the nonlinear loads are mainly 

located at certain branches. For example, a 

INTEGRA Pure Sine IPS AHF  Active Harmonic 

Filter is fitted in a branch with multiple sets 

of high-power rated industrial UPS.

For power distribution network in which the 

nonlinear loads, such as high-power rated 

inverters, thyristor power supplies and 

induction furnaces, are located closely, a 

set of IPS AHF Active INTEGRA Pure Sine 

Harmonic  filter can compensate locally.
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INTEGRA Pure Sine IPS AHF IN A GOLD MINE

Mining industry has a unique load portfolio 
where mining hoists, pumps and ventilation 
fans, crushers, conveyor systems and ball 
mills are the predominant loads and good 
power quality is an essential aspect for 
reliable operation for the whole site. 
However, whether driven by variable 
frequency drives (VFDs), rectifiers or just 
cycloconverters, drive system in mining 
industry would generate considerable 
harmonic distortions which are characterized 
by the significant 5th and 7th harmonics. 

As a result, the process shops of the Jinchiling
Gold Mine suffered from high level of 
harmonic distortion which in turn cause 
extensive damage to the VFDs as well as 
harmonic resonance with capacitors. Our 
company was chosen to do a power quality 
improvement project in those harmonic 
stricken shops and finally  active IPS AHF
harm nico  filters were installed on site as the 
most effective solution.

After installation, the current and voltage 
waveforms have been improved significantly 
and the harmonic  content  dropped 
considerably. One of the most noticeable 
improvements is that, the THDv dropped from 
10.4% to 3.3%, which was lower than the 
national standard of 5% set by the Chinese 
regulation of Quality of Electric Energy Supply 
- Harmonics in Public Supply Network (GB/T 
14549-1993). The drop in THDv of the busbar 
means enhanced performance, reliability and 
efficiency of electrical equipment. As for 
harmonic currents, the THDi decreased from 
20.6% to 4.7%, which in turn significantly 
reduced the resonance caused by the 
switching of capacitor banks.

Waveforms and RMS values of phase voltages before
and after IPS AHFs were installed

Harmonic spectrum of phase voltages before and after
IPS AHFs were installed

Waveforms and RMS values of phase currents before and
after IPS AHFs were installed

Harmonic spectrum of phase currents before and after
IPS AHFs were installed
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